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Chapter 1 : The Triumph of the Moon - Wikipedia
The Triumph of Modernism not only traces the vicissitudes of the art scene but diagnoses the state of modernism and its
vital legacy in the postmodern world. Mr. Mr. Kramer bracingly updates his incisive critique of the artists, critics,
institutions, and movements that have formed the basis for modern art.

Hutton and his research[ edit ] Ronald Hutton was born in Ootacamund in India, and "was in fact brought up
Pagan, in a modern English tradition which combined a reverence for the natural world with a love of the
ancient Greek and Roman classics. If they do neither, then they are effectively standing outside history and are
not the concern of a historian Focusing his research interests on Early Modern England, he subsequently
published a string of four books on the subject; The Royalist War Effort â€” , The Restoration: He furthermore
went on to criticise the English folklorist Jacqueline Simpson of misrepresenting the work of Margaret
Murray, arguing that she had made Murray appear more "dogmatic and absolute" than she actually was.
Entitled "Paganism and Polemic: Macrocosm[ edit ] You can help by adding to it. The fact that it claims to be
a history and not the history is in itself significant, for this book represents the first systematic attempt by a
professional historian to characterize and account for this aspect of modern Western culture. Hutton proceeds
to look at the ways in which ancient pagans, adherents of indigenous tribal religions and druids had been
depicted in Romanticist and other forms of literature, such as in the works of R. Chesterton and Lord Byron.
Hutton then discusses the archaeological ideas of ancient goddesses which were prevalent at the time, in
particular those put forward by the likes of Arthur Evans and Jane Ellen Harrison which argued for the
existence of a singular Great Goddess. Microcosm[ edit ] You can help by adding to it. October The latter half
of the book instead looked at the early development of Wicca. He furthermore remarked that the book had
been written with a mix of passion, calm and clarity. Ryrie went on to note that he felt it was striking that
Hutton insisted on taking the religious claims of Pagans seriously and felt that he had continuously expressed
contempt for the rationalism common in academic discourse. She noted however that Hutton had failed to
examine any influence on early Wicca from the countries neighbouring England, and wondered whether
further investigation would reveal that England was not the only home of Pagan Witchcraft. Triumph of the
Moon is a book which neither Pagan nor scholar of Pagans should go without reading. Noting that it was
unparalleled, she believed that it was a valuable addition to the growing field of Pagan studies , being written
in an entertaining and meticulous manner. She notes that because he is dealing with the hidden history of a
mystery religion , Hutton has had to be selective in what information he decided to publish and which he kept
from publication, believing that this might annoy many readers. She nevertheless thought that these criticisms
were "minor" in comparison to the contribution to Pagan studies that the work brought. A Collection of
Essays. The idea was developed by the historian Dave Evans, who felt that "the tenth birthday of something so
important needed to be celebrated in some way. He has a very pragmatic, creative attitude, recognising that
factual error can still produce beneficial results. Many Pagans embraced his work, with the prominent Wiccan
Elder Frederic Lamond referring to it as "an authority on the history of Gardnerian Wicca ". She stated that
"he is Please help to create a more balanced presentation. Discuss and resolve this issue before removing this
message. Entitled Trials of the Moon: A Personal View", published in The Pomegranate: The International
Journal of Pagan Studies. Most of the points on which he tries to fault me are on detail, often trivial, and his
hope is clearly that if he can put enough small cuts into my reputation for reliability, then faith in it will leak
away. My own career has, on the contrary, been remarkably orthodox for a professional scholar, while my
work has actually provoked less controversy among my fellow professionals than that of most
university-based historians. The International Journal of Pagan Studies, the academic Peg Aloi noted that
whilst Whitmore came across as being "clearly intelligent and well-read", he was neither a historian nor an
academic, and that subsequently Trials of the Moon "demonstrates repeatedly how unfamiliar he is with how
research and scholarly writing are done.
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The Triumph of Modernism not only traces the vicissitudes of the art sc Thus this first collection of his work to appear in
twenty years is a signal event for the art world and for criticism generally.

Equal opportunity offender of liberals and conservatives. Unfortunately for Gopnick, the pain was already
upon us, inflicted by a generation-long assault on the concepts of truth, objectivity and rationality. And it all
seemed so terribly enlightened, as long as it was being used to advance the "right" ideas. It liberated us from
the constraints of having to conform to science, logic, and reason. It allowed us to impugn reason as a way of
maintaining white male hegemony. It even made it possible to ignore moral constraints that were
inconvenient. It only became dangerous when conservatives began appropriating its methodology and rhetoric.
Naive or traditional realism regarded theories as concrete realities: Instrumentalism considered only the utility
of theories in describing phenomena, so that theories could only be described as "valid" or "invalid," not "true"
or "false. Wright nicely described critical realism: I propose a form of critical realism. This is a way of
describing the process of "knowing" that acknowledges the reality of the thing known, as something other than
the knower hence "realism" , while fully acknowledging that the only access we have to this reality lies along
the spiralling path of appropriate dialogue or conversation between the knower and the thing known hence
"critical". Nonetheless, I think as did Barbour that most scientists can be described as critical realists. So how
do we know what this reality is? How do we go about studying it? How do we deal with people who have a
radically different view of reality, or indeed deny its existence altogether? These are great and deep questions.
They lead to fascinating discussions about how we can know the world, how we reason and evaluate evidence,
and how much we can trust our perceptions. The notion that questions of epistemology how we know have
anything at all to tell us about reality itself, or whether it exists, is a grand non-sequitur. On Constructing Your
Own Reality Here are a few excerpts on the notion that we all construct our own reality. Philosophers will no
doubt object that some of them are not "serious. Nobody cares what serious philosophers have to say, and in
fact the "non-serious" nature of some of these excerpts is good, because these are the things that impact public
consciousness. Anyone who has never heard of any of the ideas expressed here has truly been living in a
bubble. But each individual creates his own space continuumâ€¦ I want to tie this in with the differences you
seem to see in one particular object. Each individual actually creates an entirely different object, which his
own physical senses then perceive. Then, the following idea burst into my head: There is a division only as
long as we choose to believe in it. What would either maintaining or dissolving this division mean to us
individually and emotionally? Their essences DO exist independently, and yet the interaction and perception
of them that we experience in physical reality are our creation of them in our own space continuums. This is a
wonderful piece because it embodies so much of the "we create our own reality" philosophy. Somehow, I
doubt it. Like Riegler offers below. Interestingly enough, George W. Because that was "determined by an
outside reality. Radical Constructivism RC is the insight that we cannot transcend the horizon of our
experiences. Experiences are all we can work with; out of experiences we construct our world. Since the mind
is operationally closed, i. Reality is neither rejected nor confirmed, it must be considered irrelevant Give Rove
his due. But if you wonder where Rove came up with it, look to people like Riegler. In neurophysiology, it is
useless to search for neuron clusters whose activations correlate with external events in a stable referential
manner. Let me hook you up to an EEG and mash one of your fingers with a hammer. It does not reside
somewhere else and is not independent of the person who makes it. The operational closure results also in a
Methodological Corollary: Explanations are necessarily circular since there is no outside point of reference 5.
Experience is thus a form of self reference 6. R4 Finally, realism is equated with seriousness and rationality. I
just loves me a good conspiracy theory. I once tried to write a computer program to model phase diagrams,
diagrams that show what happens when a mixture of different materials crystallizes from the liquid state. Most
books present these as a series of rules. I found that trying to program the rules was impossible. Then I had my
epiphany. I began teaching the subject from that perspective http: So when I looked at the problem from an
instrumentalist or constructivist perspective it was all about what happened on the diagram , I got nowhere.
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Once I approached it from a realist perspective there was a real molten mixture in a real system , it all came
together. There is no justification for an exclusive claim of objectivity. We must not forget that constructions
are historical assemblies. This leads to the RC-typical circularity as mentioned above. Except, of course, when
those alternative operators cause them to conclude, say, that Iraq has weapons of mass destruction or
homosexuality is a danger to society. It seems that an adverb inevitably sneaks in: However, RC is far from
confusing both versions. Experiences are made subsequently. Perhaps the most offensive feature of this word
hash is the use of "Postulate" to create a pretense of rigor. The truth of the postulate is demonstrated by
external reality. Because that would be "arbitrary. An American Atrocity, alleging that over black soldiers had
been massacred at Camp Dorn, Mississippi in and buried beneath what would later become a reservoir. The
Army went to the unusual length of tracking the fates of every single soldier in the unit. Most of them ended
up being sent to Siberia - actually the closest we could come to it - the Aleutians. They concluded that
everyone could be accounted for and there had been no such atrocity. We opened fire on everything that
moved, shot into the barracks, shot them out of trees, where some of them were climbing, trying to hide. Why
not march the victims to a secluded area and massacre them out of sight? Or better yet, simply declare their
training concluded and pack them off to the Aleutians? This has one of the classic earmarks of a crank
conspiracy theory - a tendency to concoct Rube Goldberg mechanisms that any intelligent person could figure
out how to accomplish better and more simply. Fletcher, Washington Post, Thursday, December 23, ; Page
A04 Case author of book argues that the lack of any accounts by members of the unit shows that those the
Army wanted killed were separated from those to be spared. Lack of evidence proves there was a conspiracy
after all, and contrary evidence has been faked. How could you possibly ask for a more perfect rationalization
for alt-facts? There is a measure of consensus within feminist theory that rationalist values are in crisisâ€”that
the very arrival of women on the scene of intellectual activity necessitates a reappraisal of those values. And
as Paul Gross and Norman Levitt have so impressively documented in Higher Superstition, it is the natural
sciences that are under the heaviest fire. Young women are being alienated from science in many ways. One
strategy is to try to redefine what counts as science. For example, instead of teaching about the struggles - and
triumphs - of great women scientists, such as Emmy Noether, Marie and Irene Curie, and Kathleen Lonsdale,
feminist accounts of the history of science now emphasize the contributions of midwives and the allegedly
forgotten healing arts of herbalists and witches. More serious are the direct attempts to steer women away
from the study of science. One suspects that the problem in the eyes of some feminists, as in the case of other
anti-rationalists, is that reason is the last obstacle to a world of total solipsism. In fact, no small portion of the
blame for the excessive self-absorption that has characterized America for all this time lies at the feet of the
proponents of the new mysticism. Anyone listening to New Age gurus, such as Zukav and Deepak Chopra,
and modern megachurch Christian preachers, cannot miss the emphasis on the individual finding easy
gratification, rather than sacrificing and selflessly laboring for a better world. Holistic philosophy is the perfect
delusion for the spoiled brat of any age who, all decked out in the latest fashion, loves to talk about solving the
problems of the world but has no intention of sweating a drop in achieving this noble goal. Reductionist
classical physics did not make people egoists. People were egoists long before reductionist classical physics.
In fact, classical physics has nothing to say about humans except that they are material objects like rocks and
trees, made of nothing more than the same atomsâ€”just more cleverly arranged by the impersonal forces of
self-organization and evolution. This is hardly a philosophical basis for narcissism. The new quantum holism,
on the other hand, encourages our delusions of personal importance. It tells us that we are part of an immortal
cosmic mind with the power to perform miracles and, as Chopra has said, to make our own reality. Who needs
God when we, ourselves, are God? Thoughts of our participation in cosmic consciousness inflate our egos to
the point where we can ignore our shortcomings and even forget our mortality. The modern versions of
traditional religions feed on this desire. Where once Christian preachers shouted hell-fire and brimstone from
the pulpit, their successors in the very same sects now present the soothing message that we are all perfect,
worthy, and destined for infinite happiness. The only sacrifice required is a regular check. Then Jesus will
provide all. Unfortunately the new spirituality they find in quantum mysticism is just as much of a con game.
Mystical physics is a grossly misapplied version of ancient Hindu and Buddhist philosophies, which were
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based on the notion that only by the complete rejection of self can one find inner peace in this world of
suffering and hopelessness.
Chapter 3 : The Triumph of Modernism, TarraWarra Museum of Art on Vimeo
The Triumph of Modernism has 8 ratings and 0 reviews. The tumultuous last decades of British colonialism in India were
catalyzed by more than t.

Chapter 4 : The Triumph of Modernism
The Triumph of Modernism not only traces the vicissitudes of the art scene but diagnoses the state of modernism and its
vital legacy in the postmodern world. Mr. Kramer bracingly updates his incisive critique of the artists, critics, institutions,
and movements that have formed the basis for modern art.

Chapter 5 : The Triumph of Modernism â€“ The Art Life
The tumultuous last decades of British colonialism in India were catalyzed by more than the work of Mahatma Gandhi
and violent conflicts. The concurrent upheavals in Western art driven by the advent of modernism provided Indian artists
in post India a powerful tool of colonial resistance.

Chapter 6 : The Triumph of Modernism by Partha Mitter from Reaktion Books
The Triumph of Modernism This major exhibition, guest curated by the distinguished former director of the Art Gallery of
New South Wales, Edmund Capon AM, OBE, The Triumph of Modernism spans over 70 years of Australian Art and
features over 60 iconic works by 26 artists who have shaped the development of modern art in Australia.

Chapter 7 : The Triumph of Modernism: The Art World, by Hilton Kramer
Includes bibliographical references and index I: Modernism and abstraction Kandinsky and the birth of abstraction -Mondrian and mysticism: "my long search is over" -- Art, revolution, and Kazimir Malevich -- Abstraction and utopia -Abstraction in America: the first generation -- Was Rothko an abstract painter?

Chapter 8 : The Triumph of Tradition and The Fall of Post Modernism With Dr Steve Turley - Video Dailymo
Partha Mitter- The Triumph of Modernism - Free ebook download as PDF File .pdf), Text File .txt) or read book online for
free. Scribd is the world's largest social reading and publishing site. Search Search.

Chapter 9 : The Triumph of Modernism: India's Artists and the Avant-garde, by Partha Mitter
"Vice is a monster of so frightful mien,As, to be hated, needs but to be seen," the poet Alexander Pope wrote, in lines
that were once, as they said back in the day, imprinted on the mind of every schoolboy.
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